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The family-owened business began its jounery on sofa manufac-
turing 10 years ago. Since then it has experienced a sustainable 
growth and market expansion.

The creation of “Cavallo Sofa” brand found application through the 
fulfillment of society lifestyle needs.The fusion between quality and 
pleasant design finds the best expression through our products. 
The growing success of Cavallo Sofa has led the enrichment of the 
evolution of the offer.Giving a wide range of options and lifestyles 
with the spirit of a constant evolution , was the ideology that formed 
our proudly presented collections. 

Collections that are build on free interactions between shapes and 
functions. Years of experience and dedication made us worth our 
clients trust. Reflecting our commitment on qualitative products, 
has always been the foundation of our company.Therefore we truly 
believe one must create out of love and care.

Our Vision

We aim at being one of the best furniture manufactures of sofa de-
signed with functionality, quality and affordable prices in mind.

 It’ s Our Mission To always embrace change and encourage inno-
vation.Work with honesty and integrity at all times and maintaining to 
develop long-term partnerships.

About 
us

CAVALLO SOFA



Lightness of form combined with equipped 
back & armrests and metal feet bring a 
welcoming yet dominant atmosphere.

Apollo
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Series 1
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Apollo
Series 1

Lightness of form combined with equipped back & armrests and metal 
feet bring a welcoming yet dominant atmosphere.



Lightness of form combined with equipped 
back & armrests and metal feet bring a 
welcoming yet dominant atmosphere.

Apollo
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Series 2
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GretaSofa
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Greta is a contemporary sofa ,capable of combining 
aesthetics and comfort, designed to offer maximum comfort 

and increase a relaxing ergonometric sensation.
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Lifted off the ground and carefully shaped.
The mixture of dynamic edges with softly 
curved backrests are the  results of a mod-
ern and elegant design.

Aston
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Sofa
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Aston
Corner

Lifted off the ground and carefully shaped.The mixture of 
dynamic edges with softly curved backrests are the  results 

of a modern and elegant design.
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Modern Is NOW. It’s sophisticated, clean 
and simple, bold and a bit daring. It honors 
its roots in Modernism, adapting to today’s 
life and activities, in action and at rest. The 
focus is on livability and usability, making it 
comfortable enough for every day.

16 17

Evoque
Sofa
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Evoque
Corner

Modern Is NOW. It’s sophisticated, clean and simple, bold 
and a bit daring. It honors its roots in Modernism, adapting 
to today’s life and activities, in action and at rest. The focus 
is on livability and usability, making it comfortable enough 

for every day.
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Evoque
Corner xl



A horizontal expanse combined with  clean 
rounded shapes enliven the dynamism of 
the backrest that can be adjusted for perfect 
relaxation.

Valentino
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Corner
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A horizontal expanse combined with  clean rounded shapes enliven 
the dynamism of the backrest that can be adjusted for perfect 

relaxation.

Valentino
Corner
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S
ofa



This modern sofa will guarantee luxury look 
to your living room and really comfortable 
seating . Adjustable headrests provide ad-
ditional comfort to the sectional, while high 
metal legs emphasize its modern look.

Berlin
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Corner



With a modern design, this stylish set was 
created with the purpose of intensifying the 
relationship between furniture and owner. A 
sofa dictated by elegance and comfort with 
electric recliner that allow you to adjust the 
inclination of the seat as you like.

Ultimo
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Corner
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Featuring really modern look, the Line Sofa will become the main 
attraction in your modern home being an oasis of comfort for all your 

family members and guests.

Line
SofaWHAT IS 

DONE 
IN LOVE
IS DONE
WELL !



Bold and sexy. Thanks to its curvilinear 
design this model is perfect for both modern 
and classic settings.Elysian
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Sofa
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S
ofa

A “Never out of style” sofa. Represent-
ative of modern retro style .Simple but 
yet chic. An extra cozy set charac-
terized by clean lines, wide seating 
space and natural beech wooden 
frame.



Variant sofa set complements sharp edges 
with smooth transitions by  bringing function-
ality and comfort together. Not only creates 
a charming living space but thanks to its 
adjustable backrests it can also  be used as 
a bed for your guests.

Variant
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Sofa
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Variant sofa set complements sharp edges with smooth transitions 
by  bringing functionality and comfort together. Not only creates a 

charming living space but thanks to its adjustable backrests it can also  
be used as a bed for your guests.

VariantSofa



Fluid lines and distinctive metal feet com-
bine to create a sofa with true contemporary 
elegance.  
Available in several options with adjustable 
arm and backrest recliners. Ermes is the per-
fect seating choice for modern living rooms.

Ermes

42

Sofa
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Ermes
Corner

Fluid lines and distinctive metal feet combine to create a 
sofa with true contemporary elegance.  

Available in several options with adjustable arm and 
backrest recliners. Ermes is the perfect seating choice for 

modern living rooms.



Bazel
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Corner



A sectional provided edition. Adjustable 
headrests ,electric recliner and a sofa bed ,all 
in one.

Created to bring a peace of mind and a calm-
ing atmosphere to your living space.

Bradley
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Sofa
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Bradley
Sofa
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Pablo
Sofa



Pablo Pablo
Sofa Sofa

Innovation comfort and design characterize 
Pablo. A modular system created to accomplish 
various space and functionality requirements.

The ache for home lives in all of us. The safe 
place where we can go as we are and not be 

questioned
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Lagun
Sofa
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An all around comfort edition. Its linear and 
clean geometrical shapes
contribute to a contemporary living.

57
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An all around comfort edition. Its linear and 
clean geometrical shapes
contribute to a contemporary living.
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Lagun
Corner



Miro Golf
Sofabed

Sofabed
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Its casual yet stylish design feature a warm 
, relaxing look. A sofa bed that will easily 
adapt to small spaces.
 
Ideology has shaped the very sofa on which 
I sit

If you’re looking for a sofa bed to fit discreet-
ly with your other settings, Golf is a great 
piece of furniture to sit or sleep on. It will 
save you lots of space while being functional 
and stylish at the same time.



Cavallo Oliver
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London
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Icon
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Grid Egon
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W: 215 cm  D: 105 cm   H: 95 cm W: 198 cm  D: 105 cm   H: 95 cm W: 240 cm  D: 90 cm   H: 71 cm

W: 235 cm  D: 100 cm   H: 85 cm W: 205 cm  D: 100 cm   H: 85 cm W: 235 cm  D: 110 cm   H: 95 cm

W: 240 cm  D: 110 cm   H: 70 cm W: 200 cm  D: 110 cm   H: 70 cm W: 230 cm  D: 95 cm   H: 67 cm

W: 231 cm  D: 100 cm   H: 68 cm W: 235 cm  D: 110 cm   H: 75 cm

W: 172 cm  D: 90 cm   H: 71 cm W: 118 cm  D: 90 cm   H: 71 cm

W: 190 cm  D: 110 cm   H: 95 cm W: 105 cm  D: 110 cm   H: 95 cm

W: 187 cm  D: 95 cm   H: 67 cm W: 70 cm  D: 88 cm   H: 86 cm

W: 201 cm  D: 100 cm   H: 68 cm W: 90 cm  D: 90 cm   H: 95 cm

3 seater 2 seater 3 seater

3 seater 2 seater 3 seater

3 seater 2 seater 3 seater

3 seater 3 seater

2 seater 1 seater

2 seater 1 seater

2 seater 1 seater

2 seater 1 seater

Dimensions Dimensions

Apollo Line

Aston Elysian

Evaque Colorado

Berlin Variant
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W: 240 cm  D: 105 cm   H: 85 cm

D: 110 cm   H: 90 cm

D: 105 cm   H: 85 cm

W: 213 cm  D: 115 cm   H: 88 cm

W: 50 cm  D: 48 cm   H: 90 cm

W: 74 cm  D: 90 cm   H: 104 cm

W: 195 cm  D: 100 cm   H: 93 cm

W: 81 cm  D: 90 cm   H: 85 cm
W: 64 cm  D: 36 cm   H: 41 cm

W: 75 cm  D: 82 cm   H: 93 cm

W: 205 cm  D: 100 cm   H: 85 cm

W: 84 cm  D: 90 cm   H: 80 cm

W: 82 cm  D: 82 cm   H: 75 cm

D: 102 cm   H: 70 cm

D: 100 cm   H: 85 cmD: 105 cm   H: 85 cm

D: 115 cm   H: 88 cm

D: 110 cm   H: 70  cm

D: 90 cm   H: 95 cm

D: 100 cm   H: 95 cm

D: 110 cm   H: 70 cmW: 210 cm  D: 105 cm   H: 85 cm W: 90 cm  D: 105 cm   H: 85 cm
3 seater

320  x 305 cm 

275 x 215 cm

290 x 220 cm

290 x 190 cm310 x 270 cm

315 x 225 cm 

323 x 166 cm 

320 x 270 cm

300 x 220 cm

315 x 245 cm

3 seater 3 seater 3 seater

2 seater 1 seater

Dimensions Dimensions
Aston

Valentino

Ermes

Lagun

Lagun

Cavallo

Egon

Ermes

Miro

Oliver

Intro

Golf

London

Grid

Evoque

Berlin

Bazel Bradley

Evoque

Ultimo

73
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Cavallo Sofa
Turmfeldstraße 25
72213 Altensteig

Telefon: 07453-9564380
Mobil: 0170-5388037

info@kelmendi-holzmoebel.de
info@cavallosofa.com

www.kelmendi-holzmoebel.de


